
Notification No. EN/01/2011/ALP/Results
Dated: 13/12/2012

Results of Aptitude Test for the Post of Assistant Loco Pilot
(Ref: CEN No.01/2011 of 13/08/2011)

Based on the performance of the written examination held on 15/07/2012
followed by Aptitude Test conducted from 16th to 19thOctober 2012 for
recruitment to the post Assistant Loco Pilot (Category No. 01 of CEN
No.01/2011 of 13/08/2011) in scale ` 5200-20200 + GP 1900, candidates with
the following Roll Numbers have provisionally been short-listed for being
called for the mandatory Candidature & Document Verification, subject to the
correctness of the information furnished in their application form. The roll
numbers start with 2911101 and only the last seven digits in ascending order
starting from left to right are indicated.

1084801 1084858 1085029 1085054 1085276 1085422 1085519
1085552 1085569 1085667 1085701 1085760 1085771 1085812
1085905 1085995 1086026 1086117 1086225 1086315 1086504
1086518 1086965 1087050 1087215 1087238 1087294 1087353
1087366 1087368 1087379 1087456 1087523 1087636 1087798
1087912 1087944 1088224 1088339 1088480 1088738 2150030
2150175 2150218 2150398 2150606 2150770 2150810 2150912
2150916 2150940 2150954 2150972 2150995 2151001 2151132
2151174 2151180 2151287 2151341 2151502 2151530 3061185
3061299 3061475 3061584 3061749 3061793 3061816 3061822
3061879 3061893 3061901 3062015 3062082 3062252 3062419
3062472 3062509 3062549 3062560 3062591 3062733 3062832
3062859 3062876 3062993 3063104 3063117 3063134 3063158
4066936 4067002 4067021 4067023 4067050 4067100 4067108
4067123 4067126 4067207 4067215 4067288 4067299 4067315
4067375 4067425 4067460 4067533 4067534 4067657 4067728
4067729 4067732 4067737 4067790 4067824 4067981 4067987
4068038 4068203 4068213 4068217 4068312 4068394 4068446
4068452 4068504 4068631 4068652 4068655 4068664 4068673
4068686 4068809 4068914 4068932 4068943 4068971 4068983
4069006 4069015 4069016 4069188 4069234 4069258 4069344
4069359 4069368 4069375 4069458 4069467 4069508 4069519
4069639 4069654 4069840 4069856 4069971 4070031 4070090
4070283 4070564 4070600 4070613 4070712 4070740 4070833
4070889 4070900 4071015 4071080 4071096 4071106 4071128
4071138 4071170 4071294 4071330 4071339 4071390 4071621
4071626 4071635 xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx

(One hundred and eighty four roll numbers only)



In addition to above, candidates with following roll numbers are
provisionally short-listed as standby against 30% excess over the vacancies
notified:-

1085092 1085703 1086063 1086859 1087633 1087635 1088054
4066943 4067013 4067104 4067320 4067350 4067525 4067665
4067796 4067921 4068215 4068503 4068788 4068980 4068991
4068999 4069002 4069192 4069330 4069341 4069435 4069436
4069658 4069732 4069906 4070266 4070428 4070530 4070921
4070964 4070977 4071268 4071272 4071573 xxxxxxx xxxxxxx

(Forty roll numbers only)

The mandatory Candidature and Document verification for all the above
candidates is tentatively programmed from 7th to 11th of January 2013. Call
letters showing exact date, time and venue for the Verification will be sent
individually to the provisionally short-listed candidates at the address given
in their application.

Candidates, who are provisionally short-listed as standby against 30% excess
over the vacancies, may please note that the purpose of calling excess
candidate for the verification is primarily to avoid shortfall in the panel.

Candidates may also please note that merely calling a candidate for the
Candidature and Document Verification does not in any way entitle him/her
to an appointment in the Railways.

On the day of verification, candidates should produce all their original
certificates in proof of (i) age/date of birth, (ii) caste (in the prescribed
format), (iii) educational /technical qualification including marks sheets for
all terms/semesters, (iv) NOC (for serving employees only), (v) discharge
certificate (for Ex-servicemen only), etc. Mark sheets alone will not be
considered as proof of educational qualification. Minority Candidates, who
have claimed waiver of examination fee, are also required to furnish
‘Minority Community Declaration’ Affidavit on non-judicial Stamp
Paper stating that they belong to any of the Minority Communities notified by
Central Government (i.e. Muslim/Sikh/Christian/ Budhist/Parsi). The
candidates should also submit one set of photocopies of all certificates
attested by a gazetted officer, with name, designation and office seal clearly
visible, for submission to this office.



While every care has been taken in preparing the above results, the Railway
Recruitment Board, Thiruvananthapuram reserves the right to rectify the
errors and omissions, if any.

Chairman



Notification No. CEN/01/2012/SPWay/Results

Dated: 10/12/2012

Results of written examination for the Post of Sr P Way Supervisor
(Ref: CEN No.01/2012 of 10.03.2012)

Based on the performance of the written examination held on 09/09/2012 for
recruitment to the posts of Senior permanent Way Supervisor (Category No.
56 of CEN No.01/2012 of 10.03.2012) in scale` 9300-34800 + GP 4200, seven
candidates with the following Roll Numbers have provisionally been short-
listed for being called for the mandatory Candidature & Document
Verification, subject to the correctness of the information furnished in their
application form. The roll numbers start with 2912156 and only the last seven
digits in ascending order starting from left to right are indicated.

1089068 2151635 3063260 4071711 4071777 4071800 4071832

In addition to above, four candidates with following roll numbers are
provisionally short-listed as standby against 30% excess over the vacancies
notified:-

1088815 2151615 3063265 4071708

The mandatory Candidature and Document verification for all the above
candidates is tentatively programmed on 11th of January 2013. Call letters
showing exact date, time and venue for the Verification will be sent
individually to the provisionally short-listed candidates at the address given
in their application.

Candidates, who are provisionally short-listed as standby against 30% excess
over the vacancies, may please note that the purpose of calling excess
candidate for the verification is primarily to avoid shortfall in the panel.

Candidates may also please note that merely calling a candidate for the
Candidature and Document Verification does not in any way entitle him/her
to an appointment in the Railways.



On the day of verification, candidates should produce all their original
certificates in proof of (i) age/date of birth, (ii) caste (in the prescribed
format), (iii) educational /technical qualification including marks sheets for
all terms/semesters, (iv) NOC (for serving employees only), (v) discharge
certificate (for Ex-servicemen only), etc. Mark sheets alone will not be
considered as proof of educational qualification. Minority Candidates, who
have claimed waiver of examination fee, are also required to furnish
‘Minority Community Declaration’ Affidavit on non-judicial Stamp
Paper stating that they belong to any of the Minority Communities notified by
Central Government (i.e. Muslim/Sikh/Christian/ Budhist/Parsi).

The candidates should also submit one set of photocopies of all certificates
attested by a gazetted officer, with name, designation and office seal clearly
visible, for submission to this office.

While every care has been taken in preparing the above results, the Railway
Recruitment Board, Thiruvananthapuram reserves the right to rectify the
errors and omissions, if any.

Chairma


